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i MPROVEMENT IN PROJECTILES FOR RFLED ORDNANCE. 
Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 34,498, dated February 25, 1852. 

1o all whom it may concern : |there are formed tongues i i, to entera ring, 
Beit known that I, WILIIAM. H. HAVENS, |j, ofilead orothersoft metal or alloy, a por 

of Paterson, in the county of Passaic and tion of which is made tofit the groovee. The 
State of New Jersey, have invented certain external portion of the ring jis ofa circum 
new and uscful Improvements in Projectiles ference equal to that of the cylindrical por 
for Rifled Ordnance; and I do hereby declare tion of the body of the shot. Fora projectile 
that the following is a full, clear, and exact to be used in agum having a small number of 
description of the same, reference being had i large rifle-grooves, the segments may bemade 
to the accompanying drawings, forming part with projecting ribsor fins to partly enter| 
of this specification, im which– the grooves when the projectileis first placed 
Figure 1 is a longitudinal outside view of in the gun; but for a projectile with a large 

an elongated shot with my improvements. number of fine grooves the exterior surfaces 
Fig. 2 is au central longitudinal section of the of the segments may be made plain. "When 
same. Fig. 3 is a transverse section of the the projectileisinserted in the gun, the por 
same in the line w a”, marked on Fig.2; Fig. tion Ais drawn out from Bsome distance, as 
4, a transverse section in the line yy, and shown in Fig. 2, and thesegmentsare'arranged 
Fig, 5 a transverse section in the line z z. on the forward and smaller portion of the cone 
Similar letters of reference indicate corre- | 6 c, close to the shoulder of A, and so con 

sponding parts in the Several figures. | tracted or drawn together-to permit then to 
To enable others skilled in the art to make i passeasilythrough the bore of the gum. In 

and use my invention, I will proceed to de- i ramming home the projectile the portion A. 
scribeitsconstruction and operation. is driven back into B, and the segments are 

| A. and Bare thetwo pieces of cast-iron com- driven back along the cone c c, and So ex 
posing the body of the shot, the front piece, panded till they fittightly to the lands of the 
A, being made with a pin, a, atits rear, to en- bore. When the charge is fired, the impact 
ter a cavity, b, in the rear piece, B. The upon the rear portion of the projectile drives 
front portion of the rear portion, B, ismade |itforward before the front part, A, or the seg 
of conical form, as shown at c c, and with a ments start, and the cone passing forwardinto 

i number ofequidistant dowetail grooves, dld, the segments expands them and causes them. 
running lengthwise ofit for the reception of to fill th? grooves, and the shoulder of B is 
dovetail tongues9, formed upon the expand- driven forward against the soft-metalring j: 
ing segments. In rear of the conical portion which isthus coihpressed between the Said 
c c there is a shoulder formed on the piece shoulder and the rear ends of the segments, 
B, and a groove, e, is provided in the face of and so expands radially against the walls of 
the said, shoulder, and a similar groove, f, is the gumandmade to prewent Windage. The 
provided in the face of the shoulder that is tongues 7 g insure the rotary motion of the 
formed on the front piece, A, in front of the segments derived from therifle-grooves being 
pina. imparted to the projectile, and when the pro 
C Care the expanding segments, of which |jectile has left the gun th? Segments aie 

| there may be any desired number, made of locked to the body not only, by the dowetail 
brass orothermoderately-hard metaloralloy. I tongues 9 g, but by thetongyesh i and grooyes 
These segments are of such form that when fe, and so effectually prewented from Ilying 
arranged close together their exteriors com- | of - . . | 
bime to förm a cylinder of thesame circumfer- D is a soft-metal band applied to the rear 
ence as the cylindrical portion of the exterior of a projectile, and E a castion follower, to 
of the body of the shot, and their interiors fit be driven forward against the Said band for 
the front portion of the comical portion cc of the purpose of expanding it. On the rea' 
the body, and each isfurnishedonits interior portion of the cast-iron body of th? projectile 
with a dovetail tongue, g, to fit one of the there is formed, a concentric annular projec. dovetail groovesdd, which correspondin num- tion, k k, haying provided in ita number of 
ber with the segments. On the front ends of holes, ll. The follower l' is nade Withacani 
the segments there are formed tongues h h to cal head, and with a shankin front Shaller 
enter the groove f, and on their rear ends lthan the inside of the annular projection k, 
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| and the band Discast on the projectileby i I do not claimexpanding thep?gkingofpro; i placing the body of the projectile and th? fol- jectiles by means ofa-cone driver forward 
lower. Eina suitable mold. Themetal of this intoit;but. | 
band covers the projection k both inside and What I claimas my invention, and desire to 

i outside, and fills the holes, ll, and so attaches secure by Letters Patent, is- " | 
itself firmly to the projectile. " | 8 The combination, with the conical portion 
These improvements are.applicable to hol-|-of the partBand the pät A, of theindepe?d 

low aswellas to solid projectiles: The cav- "ent ?liding päckingsegmentsc c, allarranged 
ity for the powder in a shellor hollow pro-| and operating as herein described. 
jectile will extend into both parts A and Bof " " | , . . ... " 
the body, and, in order-toprewent the powder ( . . WILLIAM H. HAVENS. 

i from getting around the pi? a, I propose to | - , 
forma continuation between the twoparts of Witnesses: 
the chamberin"A and Bby means of a tube | JAMESLAIRD, 
made oftin-plate orother light metal. l : i;ICHARDsoNPAwLEx. 
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